
Gaming headphones ONIKUMA K9 Pink RGB Ref: 6972470560657
Gaming headphones ONIKUMA K9 Pink RGB

Cute headphones with cat ears.
ONIKUMA  K9  headphones  are  an  adorable  pink  gadget  with  cat  ears,  which  will  be  perfect  for  those  who  love  pastels,  animals,  fun,
listening to music or  playing games! The headphones feature a cute,  unique design that will  highlight the wonderful  personality of  its
wearer.  However,  ONIKUMA K9  is  not  just  about  looks  -  the  headphones  are  equipped  with  excellent  speakers  that  offer  clear,  great
quality sound to make both wearing and using the headphones a joy!
 
You're in complete control
The headphones from ONIKUMA K9 allow you to personalize the sound according to your preferences - you have the ability to adjust the
treble, bass and midrange frequencies to immerse yourself even deeper into the world of a game or your favorite TV series. In addition,
there  is  a  panel  on  the  headphones'  cord  that  allows  you  to  conveniently  control  the  volume  and  turn  the  microphone  on  and  off.
Fantastic sound quality enclosed in a cute pink case! 
 
Personalization possibilities 
ONIKUMA K9 headphones are designed to provide you with maximum wearing comfort for a long time Equipped with breathable cushions
made  of  eco-leather,  they  not  only  look  aesthetically  pleasing  and  are  easy  to  clean,  but  also  offer  a  pleasant  skin-friendly  texture.
Thanks to the adjustable headband, it is possible to adjust the size of the headphones to meet the needs of users of different ages and
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head sizes. The microphone can be slipped into the headphone housing and pulled out again giving you the freedom to talk to others
according to your needs. What's more, you can take off and put on the included cat ears whenever you want!
 
Not just for gaming
Are you looking for a fantastic gadget that works not only for PC, Nintendo Switch, Xbox or Playstation games, but also great for watching
movies, listening to music and having conversations? ONIKUMA K9 headphones are something for you! With support for both Mini Jack
and  USB  inputs,  these  headphones  offer  incredible  flexibility,  bringing  joy  to  avid  gamers,  music  lovers,  movie  buffs  and  those  who
appreciate chatting with friends online and having fun!
 
Set contents 
Headphones with microphone 
Manual
Adapter
	Brand 
	ONIKUMA
	Model 
	K9
	Color 
	Pink
	Speaker size 
	50mm
	Impedance 
	32 Ω± 15%
	Sensitivity
	116 ± 3dB
	Frequency
	20Hz - 20KHz
	Microphone
	6.0x5mm
	Microphone sensitivity
	-56 ± 3dB
	Microphone impedance 
	

Preço:

Antes: € 28.4991

Agora: € 22.50

Jogos, Headphones
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